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Add on Venice experience

Discover Venice’s Wonders: A Day Trip of Enchantment!
20 July 2024 | Promo 99,00 euro

Located in northeastern Italy, between Venice and the Dolo-
mites, Pordenone is a captivating blend of history, culture, and 
natural landscapes, known as the “painted city” for its fresco-
es, unveils a rich past in its historic center. However, historical 
charm seamlessly blends with a city embracing the challenges 
of the present and future thanks to rich and dynamic design 
industries. Dynamism and creativity thrive in art, music, and 
literature, with international events contributing to Pordeno-
ne’s vibrant cultural identity.

What is included:

8.00 AM Train ticket Pordenone – Venezia S.Lucia
 
9.30 AM Vaporetto transfer to GIARDINI

11.00 AM Biennale GIARDINI - entrance ticket
 
4.00 PM Guided Tour: Venice secrets by walk
Discover the most unusual places in Venice.
Enjoy a tour with a guide who will escort you through 
the labyrinth of Venice.
Find hidden corners and picturesque squares in the 
heart of the city.
Choose an optional gondola ride and discover the ro-
mantic canals of Venice.
See Venice highlights, like Marco Polo’s house and 
St. Mark’s Square.
 
6.00 PM Happy hour with CICCHETTI VENEZIANI in a 
tipi cal venetian BACARO
 
10.30 PM Train ticket Venezia S.Lucia - Pordenone





Payment of add on experience

// The attendance of the Venice experience (on saturday 20th July) is 
optional.

// The fee for the add on experience per person is 99 € (Euro)
The fee covers:
1.Train ticket Pordenone – Venezia S.Lucia
2.Vaporetto transfer to GIARDINI (Biennale)
3.Biennale GIARDINI - entrance ticket
4.Guided Tour: Venice secrets by walk
5.Happy hour with CICCHETTI VENEZIANI in a tipical venetian BACARO
6.Train ticket Venezia S.Lucia - Pordenone

// The application forms can be filled for individuals as well as for a 
Group of Individuals.

//There are TWO MODES of PAYMENT possible:

1. Via PAYPAL, through which applicants can make payments for them-
selves (Individual) or Group Payments (unified payment for multiple 
individuals together).
Note: Payments must be made in EUR currency.

2. Via BANK TRANSFER (99€ per person) If an institution prefers this 
method to make a joint institutional payment for an entire group of its 
students, it can do so. 
Note: Payments must be made in EUR currency.
Name: Consorzio di Pordenone per la formazione superiore, gli studi 
universitari e la ricerca
Bank: BCC Pordenonese e Monsile – Filiale di Pordenone – Via Beato 
Odorico, 2
IBAN: IT11C0835612500000000006408 
Swift Code: ICRAITRR9W0
Text on Causal field: please indicate “Name, Surname, Cumulus talent 
camp - Venice Add on experience”

If in doubt please communicate with talentcamp@unipordenone.it
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FOR MORE INFORMATIONS:

Pordenone consortium for higher education, university studies and research.

Via Prasecco 3/A | 33170 Pordenone (PN) | ITALY

E-mail: telentcamp@unipordenone.it

Telephone (english only): 0434 523072 


